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INTRODUCTION:
After age-old oppression under an archaic autocratic
and monarchical rule, the Ethiopian people rose in revolt
in February of 1974. Although of a spontaneous nature
at its inception, the revolution involved millions of peasants,
workers and other working peoples and progressives and
began to shake the then existing feudo-bourgeois system at
its foundation. Within eight months, the absolute monarch,
Haile Selassie had been overthrown and with him had also
come to an end the viscious system of feudal monarchy.
In September of 1974, followed the establishment of the
Provisional Military Administrative Council which has since
then been playing a leading role in the on-going Ethiopian
peoples revolution.
In what follows, a brief outline of the Ethiopi!ln revolution will be presented for reference purposes. The fundamental tasks and the major achievements of the revolution,
its basic problems and prospects will be dealt with.

A.

Funda1nental tasks

As outlined succinctly in the Programme of the National Democratic Revolution of Ethiopia, the fundamental
tasks of the Ethiopian Revolution at this stage are:
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woman question, the question of religion, the question of
democratic rights, the Eritrean question, etc. have to begin in order to accomplish the fundamental tasks outlined
in the above quoted minimum programme.

8.

Major Achievement

February 1974 was a period in which the Ethiopian
situation took a qualitative leap for the worse in all Economic, political and social spheres. The situation in the
rural areas was unbearably painful. The peasantry and
especially the poor peasantry which in most cases had to
give away up to 75% of his produce to an absentee landlord had gone from bad to worse with the acute drought
si·tuation. Famine raged throughout many administrative
regions scoring heavy tolls on the lives of people, cattle.
sheep and goats, camels and draught animals.

In the urban areas, the shortage of food and of Industrial products and commodities and their rising prices
adding lo an inflatio nary situation , had made life extremely
difficult. This sky-r ocketting cost of living had its effect felt
in every sphere of activity in the country. Th e situation in
factor ies and sweat shops, the situ ation in the anned and
police force s, the situation in school s and univ ersities, the
situation everywhere and of every class except that of the
ruling classes had deteriorated. Prostitution. begging. thieving had overwhelmed the major urban areas. Crises loomed upon crises and change had become an objective imperative . Adequate subjective factors were however not visi-
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tuation in which there was no organized progressive force
or party, leadership had to inevitably come from the organized arn1ed and police forces. This was a historical necessity given the Ethiopian realities of the time. Accordingly
1n June 1974, the Derg was created as the Coordinating
Council of the Anned Forces. the Police and tbe National
Army.
In less than three months, the Derg had taken rapid
and calculated moves to win over the brood masses and
isolate the feudo-fascist despot. The frantic moves of the
lndal.katchew cabinet had come to no avail and by September the Emperor had been overthrown. The Coordinating Council had become the P rovisional Military Administrative Council and the Provisional Military Government
had been established . The over thro\v of t h e Monarchy in
general and that of Haile Selassie's in particular was a la nd
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Fi rst , the Derg procl aimed Socialism as the gu iding prin ciple of the revolution and with this, hitherto unknown prop agat ion of soc iali st sc ience began flooding the coun try
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tural rc\·oluiton in literature. art and education had began.
A Ze111etcha.the National \\'ork Can1paign ,vhich sent
b0.000 high school and university students, teachers and
,l>ldiers \\"as organized.
Soon after the Youth h:.idestablished then1sel,·es in Rural
atea"- the famous Land Refonn Proclamation was issued.
This proclamation nationalized all rural land and brought
the rural exploitation of man by man to a halt. This socialization of land eliminated the old private o\vnership which
allo\ved for the sale. exchange or inheritance of land and
established a system of use-right only. By this, peasants
\\·ere made only to pay nominal taxes on the land they individually or collectively used. Such a drastic measure the nationalization of all rural land was a measure that was
necessitated by the concrete realities of the Ethiopian
society.
The land holding system in the country was so complex that in one administrative region alone there obtained
up to one-hundred land tenure systems. In most parts of
the South, south-west, south-east and parts of central Ethiopia. up to 85% of the rural population lived under a burdensome system of tenancy. Another 10% or more of the
population had modest land holdings. This meant then that
most of the land was owned by a handful of tyrant land
lords. In addition, the Ethiopian land lord neither bad any
revolutionary potentialities nor had it any knowhow as r~
gards production. Such a land lord was absolutely parasitic
and had tberef ore to be gotten rid-off.
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Todate, POMOA has opened up a political school where
worker, peasant, soldier and intellectual cadres are trained.
It has ,also opened up branch offices in all the administrative regions, Awrajas and most of the Woredas. It is actively spreading socialism in the factories, among the peasantassociations and other institutions. POMOA also participates in sending workers, soldiers and intellectuals for cadre
training to friendly socialist countries.
•

Just recently, the Provisional Military Administrative
Council has reorganized itself in a new structure. The new
structure was necessitated to fit in with the new situation
and it will enable the Derg to lead the democratic revolution effectively. The structure will allow for better control
of bureaucratic sabotage and other counter-revolutionary
activities. In the new structure there has also been set-up
a special commission of the Central Committee that looks
after the Revolutionary Politicization of the Armed Forces
and the Police. in the last two years, military cadres have
been trained both at home and abroad. These have been
assigned as political cadres in the various units of the Armed Forces and the Police. This has contributed to a rising
political consciousness of the military.
Successes have been scored in other spheres of social,
economic and political activity. The problems of school
shortage and the acute speculation obtaining in the private
school sector has been ,viped out. The sons and daughters
of the broad masses had difficulty of going to school be-
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1. Reactionary Organizations

~.1u,c ot ,oaring school fees. Now. .i proclamation has
brought ,tll schools under public control and this has ena bh:d the poor to send their children to school. The peasant
,ts$ociation$ and the urban dwellers associations arc now
building thousands of schools throughout the country in
cooperation with the government.

Recently a new Note, the Birr has replaced the old
note. The change has brought a halt to illegal hor~ing
and illegal accumulation of notes abroad. By so doing,
the reactionaries were trying to remove a large s~ of
notes out of circulation to bring about a monetary CCIS4:}S.
Jn the two years since the revolution erupted, the
life of most of the rural masses had improved a grea:t deal.
Most peasants now have enough food to eat _a~d enough
money to purchase basic commodities. The poht1cal awareness of the broad masses has undergone great changes a~d
a rising index in this sphere is easily observ~ble. S~ch. m
brief are the major achievements of the on-going Eth1op1an
Revolution.

c·. Basic Problen1s
Where there is revolution, there is counter-revolution,
where there is success. there is failure and where there are
achievements. there are problems. This is the inexorable
Jaw of Dialectics. 'fhe Ethiopian revolution is, no exception
and it has its problems. Below are presented only some

i

I

Feudalism, Jmperialism and bureaucratic capitalism
arc the three principal enemies of the Ethiopian People.
The varaous proclamations that separated the exploiting
classes from the means of productlon which they owned
were as said earlier necessitated by the concrete realities
of the society . The~e then in tum reflected upon the class
~truggle. and made 1t more acute. Feudal and reactionary
bourgeois forces have been reorganizing since the outbreak
(>f _the revolution. The so-called Ethiopian Democratic
Union (E.D.U.) is an organized counter-revolution.
lrnp~rialist countries and some neighbouring states have
furnish~ both moral and material support. Right now.
E.D.U. forces are operating out of the Sudan in a reactionary offensive against the ongoing Ethiopian peopll!s revolution in the regions of North-West Ethio pia. Imperialism
and reactionary feudo-bourgeois states have not only limited
themselves to help organize this union of Aristocrats the E.D.U. They also serve as the mainstay of other
reactionary feudo-bourgeois forces like the so-called
Eritrean Liberation Front. so-called Tigrain Liberation
Front, the so-called Oromo liberation front and the socalled Ethiopian Peoples Revolutionary Party (E.P.R.P.).
The main difference between the E.P.R.P. and the other
forces of counter-revolution is -that the E. P.R. P. has

tried to wear a Marxist garb. t\ is notoriously lcnownfor
its revolutionary phrase flaunting - a basic characteristic

of the basic problems.
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of Trotskyites. The E.P.R.P. engages in individual assassin-

ations and lumpen-type gangster terrorism -

a character-

istic of Anarchists.
All these forces are now actively operating from
within and without Ethiopia. The major sectors of reactionary infiltration by armed counter-revolutionaries i,
from the North-West on the border with the Sudan, and
from the South-East on the border with Somalia.

II.

Problems of Organizing the Masses

The last two years bas seen intensive activities at
organizing the broad masses. In the rural areas more than
21,000 peasant associations have been formed. In the
urban areas hundreds of urban dwellers' Associations have
already been set-up. After a long an arduous struggle,
the All Ethiopia Jabour union has recently been formed.
Women's Associations, Youth Associations and Professional
Associations are also being set up.
Such mass organizing is not however without its
problems. Reactionary forces, especially the E.D.U. and
the E.P.R.P. infiltrate these associations and try to raise
havoc. Where they are successful, they fonn totally counter-revolutionary associations and where they are not successfulthey struggle to liquidate the associations. They
disrupt schools and universities and try to create disorder
throughout the country. Such has been their tactic and
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first and foremost in the Soviet Union and has proved its
correctness in the solution of nationality contradictions.
The two major religions in Ethiopia are Christianity
and Islam. Under the old system, the state was a christian
state, but now religion has been left to the individual and
the state has been made secular. This solved the age-old
oppression of other religions save christianity. Nevertheless
reactionaries, especially the imperialist organized and
backed E.D.U. and the so-called E.L.F. have done and
are doing every thing to split the country along religious
lines. Although this will remain a significant problem for
sometime, it is certain that such divisive tactics will come
to no good end.

JV. The EritreanProblem
The so-called liberation fronts in Eritrea have shown
major vascillations in the formulation of the Eritrean
problem. One says that it is a nationality question as well
as a question of religion. Another says that it is a colonial
question Ethiopia being the colonizer of Eritrea.
It is so clear that even a rapid glance at the Eritrean region,
at the various nationalities inhabiting it, at the various
religions obtaining in it and at its history will show that
the Eritrean problem is not as stated by the reactionary
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V.
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the Amhara nationality they trY to pass for E.D.U. or
monarchist elements.

VI.

Problent of Militia Or~anizing

The revolution of a people is an act of the people
themselves. The defence of the revolution then is also
primarily that of the people. Endeavours have been made
and are also underv:ay to organize a strong peoples-militia
for the defence of the revolution. Most of the peasant
associations have now their own defence units. Defence
units are also being set up in and around factories and
within urban dwellers' associations. The major problem
facing the revolution with respect to militia organizing is
the lack of arms. With well armed counter-revolutionaries
operating in the country, it is iJJlperative that defence units
of the broad masses be armed. In this regard, the
Provisional Military Administrative Council is doing its best
trying to satisfy the arms needs of the broad masses for the
defence of the revolution and the consolidation of their
gains.

VII. Problemsof EconomicSabotageand
CommodityShortage
Economic Sabotage is one of the standard

that counter-revolutionaries

and

imperialists

practices
resort

to

during revolutionary times in revolutionary societies. The
Ethiopian revolution is no exception. and in this respect,
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re~scd to load grain and commodity cargoes destined for
Ethiopia. Such in brief is the concerted effort of local and
foreign reactionaries at economic sabotage.

VIII.

Some Social Problems
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Since the February (1974) revolution erupted, due ;
,he famine situation rural masses had migrated to the citie,
These have not been accommodated in the main. In addition to this. economic sabotage has also created a sizeable
quantity of unemployed. As a result, unemployment is one
of the serious problems facing the revolution.
Effect• of natural disasters ( drought, flooding, blight
etc.) such a• famine and homelessness are other social
problems obtaining at this time. These are being combated
through relief and rehabilitation measures and settlement
projects.
Prostitution is another serious problem which has been
inherited from the past. The disruptioIJ. of schools by rectionaries has contributed to an already growing lumpen
population. The Provisional Military Government is now
working towards the solution of these problems by opening
up job opportunities in public works, state farms, rehabili-
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,\.1arx,stintellectuals. the day for the establishment of the
Workers Party of Ethiopia is coming ne~rer and _nearer.
Thi~ is th1:n11hturgent task of the revolut111n
''.t th1\ \!age
·ind efforts without let-up will be made in his rc~pcct.
,
The other and future prospect of the E_thiopian
.
.1s the formation of a broad .democratic front.1
rcvoIut1on
This broad democratic front is a revolutionary front_of al
anti-feudal and anti-imperialist forces. The necessity fo~
.
the formation
of th"1sfront and its fundamental
. . taskpha.,
been clearly stated in section IV of the m1n1mum ro.
gramme in the following terms :
"As soon as the masses arc properly organized a~d
a po~ular revolutionary front i~ fo7ie~ a;t:~~~~J.
which will assume state power w,
.
r
.
consist
of
representatives
o
Such an assembly W 111
· ·
, . ties and popular organizations that ~ave part1c1par d . the front . . . !n accordance with the conbl will approve the
pate 1n
st'.~'/~~ ;~~~l~~~hof a~t~~s;i:. Jnder the le~dership
~ t~e working class party will be declared. .
Aside from the above-mentioned party formatio~,
front formation and the establishment of the P~ople ~
Democratic Ethiopia, other political pr0spects entail_fo:
. .
h as an All-Eth1op1a
. .
f
mat ions of mass organ1zat1ons sue •
· A s·soc1at1on. o
. t· n of Peasants, an All-E th.iop1a
Assoc1a
10
• .
d vanous
Youth, an All-Ethiopia Assoc1at1onof Women an
other professional associations.
. are also undcrway
. to make dernocPlans and studies
.
ratic rights available for the broad masses and for genwne 1y

progressiveforces. The creation of a Nationalities'Institute
that will help in the scientificstudy of Ethiopiannationalities and the implementationof autonomyis underway.
. The prospeots for ~conomicgrowth, especiallyof the
agricultural sector and hght industrial sector are very high.
The country has vast resourcesfor agricultureand livestock
rearing. It has rich supplies of rivers and lakes. But the
socio-economicbasis for the exploitation and utilizationof
these resources are very week. It must be remembered
that the Ethiopian society obtains not only a backward
feudal soci~nomic
system and an imperialist imported
weak capitalist mode of production but also strong
remnants of the primitive communalsocio-economicsystem
and even slave trading. This situation will definitely not
only slow down the rate of economic development and
especially of its industrial sector but vill also make it quite
difficult. What is therefore necessary is the broad mobilization and politicization of the working masses to revolutionize productivity, the rapid training and deployment of
conscious cadre and good central planning. In addition,
proletarian-internationalist aid from socialist countries will
augment and accelerate this rate.
Already a number of agricultural, livestock and
irrigation projects are underway and more are under study.
Intensive work shall begin in the search and the exploitation of mineral, crude and gas resources. It has oftenbeen
sai<i that Ethiopia's geothermal energy potentialities are
-
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.
. Effort.s shall
also he made in thi~ direchon
1mn1ense.
.
The recentlyestablishedNational Science and Technology
Commissionhas as one of its major tasks the study, invention and creative adaptation of appropriate technologies.
Traditionalscienceand technologyshall serve as a treasure
house in this regard.
Such socio-economicills as unemployment, prostitution. illiteracy, abject poverty, lack of adequate health
services,lack of adequateschools and institutions of higher
learningwill have no place in future Ethiopia. The welfare
of orphans, abandoned children, disabled people, patriots
and of old people shall be ensured. Victims of natural
disasters shall be provided with appropriate relief and rehabilitationmeasures.
In the international sphere. Democratic Ethiopia
shall play a more active and more determined role in the
struggle to wipe out imperialism and all its cohorts colonialism, racism. and Apartheid. The working masses
of Ethiopia shall surely unite with the workers and
oppressed peoples of the world to wipe out the system of
l'xploitation of n1an by man.
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